Appendices
PART ONE

Forms For Recording Results ( sch.II )

Name: ____________________________________________
Pt. Number: _______________________________________
Age: ___________________________ Sex: ________________
Region: ________________________ Occupation: ____________
Clinical Findings: __________________________________
Methods of diagnosis: __________________________________
Machine type: ____________________ Prop frequency: ____________
Technique: _________________________________________

UB

Shape appearance ( Normal ) [ ] ( Abnormal ) [ ]
Wall thicking ( Normal ) [ ] ( Abnormal ) [ ] cm
Presence of fibroses
Presence of calcifications
Presence of ( Stones ) [ ] Divert [ ] Polyps [ ]
Presence of tumors [ ] Others: __________________________

Ureters

Dilation of end
Distortion of coarse
Calcifications
Reflux
Obstruction

Comments: ___________________________________________________________

Kidneys

(Pelvicalyceal system)

Obstructions
Stones
Changes

Mention: ___________________________________________________________

Others

Prostate

Mention: ___________________________________________________________

Seminal Vesicles

Mention: ___________________________________________________________

Female Genitalia

Mention: ___________________________________________________________

Other pathology found: _____________________________________________
Female Genitalia

Mention

- Other Pathology Found

- Other Pathology Found

- Other Pathology Found
Al Rahad & kiriab Groups

Bladder, Ureters, and Renal Schistosoma changes